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Stochastic network calculus is a tool for computing error bounds on the
performance of queueing systems. However, deriving accurate bounds for
networks consisting of several queues or subject to non-independent traf-
fic inputs is challenging. In this paper, we investigate the relevance of the
tools from analytic combinatorics, especially the kernel method, to tackle
this problem. Applying the kernel method allows us to compute the gen-
erating functions of the queue state distributions in the stationary regime
of the network. As a consequence, error bounds with an arbitrary precision
can be computed. In this preliminary work, we focus on simple examples
which are representative of the difficulties that the kernel method allows us
to overcome.
1 Introduction
The development of new wireless communication technologies (5G) shed a new light on
queueing theory, as the strong requirements on buffer occupancy, latencies, and relia-
bility, bring the need for accurate dimensioning rules. In many scenarios, data packets
arrive by batches and are processed by a server that can deal with a fixed number of
packets per time slot [15]. The G/D/1 queue is thus a natural model.
A powerful tool to analyze such queues is Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC) [8]. The
aim of SNC is to derive precise error bounds on the performance of systems, combining
deterministic network calculus and probabilistic tools.
∗The authors are members of LINCS, see http://www.lincs.fr.
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Among the techniques developed so far, the Tailbounded approach [11] introduces a
violation probability in the parameters of the deterministic setting. It makes possible the
computation of error bounds in networks, like in [5], but these bounds are usually loose.
A second technique, introduced in [4], relies on moment generating functions. It can be
very accurate for one queue. For example, in [14, 6], the authors obtain tight upper and
lower bounds for the single-server case under various service policies and arrival pro-
cesses, using martingales and Doob’s inequality. However, for more general topologies,
the method becomes non applicable due to interdependencies between the processes.
Recently, some (looser) bounds have been computed using Ho¨lder’s inequality [2, 13].
The use of generating functions to investigate random processes is the core principle of
analytic combinatorics, a subfield of combinatorics (see [10]). This community developed
mathematical tools to study random walks [9], such as the kernel method [1, 3], described
later. The link between random walks and queueing theory is known and results on the
former were transferred to the latter [7].
In this article, we show how generating functions and the kernel method can be applied
to derive precise results on queueing systems.
In §2, we first recall the main definitions and notations of generating functions. The
main contribution of the paper is given in §3, where we show in detail how to apply the
kernel method to study the GI/D/1 queue. Although the result itself is well-known (we
retrieve the Pollaczek-Khinchine formula), the interest of the analysis is that it contains
all the pieces for further extensions, such as several flows of packets, several queues,
or non i.i.d. arrivals. Some of these extensions are developed in §4: random service,
multi-flow and multi-queue. Finally, we confront our results with simulations in §5.
2 Generating functions
In this section, we recall some basics of generating functions. Let (an)n≥0 be a sequence
of non-negative numbers. Its generating function is the formal series
A(u) =
∑
n≥0
anu
n.
The n-th monomial an will also be denoted by [u
n]A(u). In combinatorics, an is often
the number of objects of size n within a given family. In probability, an is usually the
probability that a random variable A with values in N is equal to n:
A(u) =
∑
n≥0
P(A = n)un.
In that case, we write A ∼ A; the convergence radius ρ of the function A is at least 1,
A(1) = 1, A′(1) = E[A], and we assume limu→ρA(u) = +∞ to simplify the asymptotic
analyses.
Two elementary operations can be performed on generating functions. Suppose that
A and B are the generating functions of two random variables A and B, respectively.
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1. If the events {A = n} and {B = n} are disjoint for each n ∈ N, then
A(u) +B(u) =
∑
n≥0
P({A = n} ∪ {B = n})un.
2. If A and B are independent, then A(u)B(u) is the generating function of the r.v.
A+B.
Consider the example of a Galton-Watson tree, which is a branching process where
the number of children of each node is i.i.d. with distribution given by the generating
function A. The number of nodes of the tree is
X = 1 +
A∑
k=1
Xk,
where A ∼ A is the number of children of the root and Xk is the number of nodes in the
subtree rooted at the k-th child of the root. Xk has the same distribution as X, hence
the same generating function, denoted by TA. Therefore, we obtain
TA(u) = uA(TA(u)). (1)
This equation characterizes TA. Figure 1 shows how TA(u) is computed. Being the
generating function of a probability distribution, TA(u) must be a solution of Eq. (1)
that is analytic at 0, also known as a small root of the equation. TA(u) is then the abscissa
coordinate of the first intersection of A(x) with the line x/u. There is a maximal value
ρTA > 1 of u for which a root exists.
x
xx/u A(x)
β1TA(u)
x/ρTA
TA(ρTA)
Figure 1: Equation TA(u) = uA(TA(u)).
By deriving both sides at u = 1, one gets that E[X] = 1 + E[X]E[A], so that E[X] =
(1− E[A])−1 if E[A] < 1.
Adopting a combinatorics viewpoint allows us to consider generating functions that
do not represent a distribution. For example, T kA is the generating function of the
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distribution of the total size of k independent Galton-Watson trees, and 11−TA =
∑
k≥0 T
k
A
is the sum of the distributions for all possible k. Let (Xj)j≥0 denote the sequence of the
sizes of i.i.d. Galton-Watson trees, then
[un]
1
1− TA(u)
= P(∃k, X1 + · · ·+Xk = n).
Studying the behavior of this series will prove useful to derive the asymptotic probability
that an arbitrary number of trees has a given total size. As TA(u) < 1 for all 0 ≤ u < 1
and TA(1) = 1, we can apply the result of [10, p. 294, Th. V.1]:
[un]
1
1− TA(u)
∼
n→∞
1
T ′A(1)
= 1− E[A]. (2)
All the definitions can be extended to the multivariate case.
3 The single-server queue
In this section, we present the simple example of a single-server queue with one flow of
packets, as depicted in Figure 2. The results presented here are not new (we eventually
rediscover the Pollaczek-Khinchine formula, and apply tools developed by [1]), but our
aim is to present the method that will be generalized later.
3.1 Queueing model
The queue is initially empty. At each time slot t ≥ 1, one packet (if any) is served and
then At packets arrive. The sequence (At)t≥1 is i.i.d. with generating function A and
mean λ < 1. We let Xt denote the number of packets in the queue at the end of time
slot t. The system is driven by the equations
X0 = 0 and Xt+1 = (Xt − 1)+ +At+1, ∀t ≥ 0, (3)
where (·)+ = max(·, 0).
Xt ∼ Φ
At ∼ A
1
Figure 2: A single-server queue crossed by a single flow. The server processes one packet
during each time slot.
3.2 Generating function
We define the generating function of the queue state as
Φ(u, z) =
∑
n≥0
∑
t≥0
P(Xt = n)u
nzt. (4)
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For each t ∈ N, taking the coefficient of zt yields[
zt
]
Φ(u, z) =
∑
n≥0
P(Xt = n)u
n,
which is the generating function of Xt. We will show that
Lemma 1.
Φ(u, z) = 1 + zA(u)
[
(Φ(u, z) − Φ(0, z))u−1 +Φ(0, z)
]
. (5)
Sketch of proof. Eq. (3) impliesX0 = 0 and for any t ≥ 1, with the notation an = P(A =
n),
P(Xt = n− 1) = an−1(P(Xt−1 = 0) + P(Xt−1 = 1)) +
n∑
m=2
an−mP(Xt−1 = m).
Multiplying this relation by unzt, summing over n, t and dividing both sides by u leads to
the equation of the lemma. The formula can also be directly derived using the Symbolic
Method [10].
Eq. (5) can be rewritten as
Φ(u, z)
[
1− zA(u)u−1
]
= 1− Φ(0, z)zA(u)
[
u−1 − 1
]
. (6)
Although Eq. (6) completely characterizes Φ(u, z), it is not straightforward to derive
an explicit formula for Φ(u, z) from it, as we would need an expression for Φ(0, z). This
expression will be obtained with the kernel method.
3.3 Kernel method
When the left-hand side of Eq. (6) cancels, so does the right-hand side. The kernel
method [1, 3] consists in taking u = U(z) such that the second factor of the left-hand
side cancels. Here, U(z) is implicitly defined by the equality U(z) = zA(U(z)), and we
recognize from Eq. (1) the size distribution of a Galton-Watson tree where the offspring
distribution has the generating function A. Therefore, we have U = TA.
Injecting TA(z) in Eq. (6) cancels its left-hand side, and its right-hand side can be
rewritten as
Φ(0, z) =
1
1− TA(z)
.
Going back to Eq. (6), we finally obtain
Φ(u, z) =
1 + 11−TA(z)zA(u)
(
1− u−1
)
1− zA(u)u−1
. (7)
The kernel method has the following interpretation in terms of the queue sample paths.
The generating function Φ(0, z) =
∑
t≥0 P(Xt = 0)z
t is associated with the probability of
having an empty queue. Consider the duration between two consecutive instants when
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the queue is empty, which we call an inter-empty period. It was showed in [12] that
we can build a Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution A from an inter-empty
period: each node represents a time slot; its children are the time slots when the packets
arrived during this time slot are served. Having an empty queue at time t means that
the realization between times 0 and t is made up of an arbitrary number of inter-empty
periods. This corresponds exactly to 11−TA(z) , where TA is as defined in Eq. (1).
3.4 Asymptotic performance
In this paragraph, our aim is to bound the probability that Xt exceeds some value R
in stationary regime. Note that, by monotony, this will also be an upper bound for
the initially empty queue. We proceed in two steps. We first compute Π, the generat-
ing function of the stationary distribution of (Xt), and then we derive the asymptotic
behavior of Π.
Computation of Π We know that, under the stability condition A′(1) = λ < 1, the
distribution of Xt converges to a stationary distribution pi as t tends to +∞. The first
step of our analysis consists in finding the generating function Π of this distribution pi.
Recall that, for each t ∈ N, the generating function of Xt is Πt(u) = [z
t]Φ(u, z). By [10,
p. 624], it suffices to study the limit of Πt(u) as t tends to +∞, when u is fixed. The
obtained limit is exactly Π(u).
Let us fix u = u0. We see in Eq. (7) that Φ(u0, z) has two potential poles, 1 and
u0/A(u0). It can be checked that TA(
u0
A(u0)
) = u0, so that u0/A(u0) is actually not a
pole. In order to derive the asymptotic behavior of Πt(u0) as t tends to +∞, we first
compute a simpler equivalent of Φ(u0, z) in the neighborhood of its pole z = 1. After
some rewriting, we obtain
Φ(u0, z) =
u0
u0 − zA(u0)
+
1
1− TA(z)
zA(u0)(u0 − 1)
u0 − zA(u0)
.
As a consequence,
Φ(u0, z) ∼
z→1
u0
u0 −A(u0)
+
1
1− TA(z)
A(u0)(u0 − 1)
u0 −A(u0)
,
and from Eq. (2), the terms are equivalent to
[zt]Φ(u0, z) ∼
t→∞
(1− λ)
A(u0)(u0 − 1)
u0 −A(u0)
.
Therefore, the generating function of pi is equal to the one given by the Pollaczek-
Khinchine formula
Π(u) = (1− λ)
A(u)(u − 1)
u−A(u)
.
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Performance The second solution β of the equation u = A(u) is the convergence radius
of the function Π (with β = +∞ in the degenerate case where A(u) is linear). The error
bound, i.e. the probability that the buffer occupancy is at least R, is
∑
n≥R pi(n). Its
generating function is
E(u) =
∑
R≥0
(∑
n≥R
pi(n)
)
uR =
1− uΠ(u)
1− u
. (8)
The asymptotic analysis of this generating function yields
Theorem 1. With X ∼ Π,
P(X ≥ R) ∼
R→∞
(1− λ)
β
A′(β)− 1
β−R. (9)
4 Extensions of the single-server queue
The analysis in the previous section shows that deriving an equation satisfied by the
generating function from the system dynamics is the easy step; solving this equation
is harder. We now consider a few simple extensions of the model of §3.1, where the
kernel method allows us to perform the analysis and derive explicit formulas for the
performance metrics.
4.1 Random service
We consider a first extension of the model of §3.1 where the service is random. Specif-
ically, at each time slot t ≥ 1, the server processes one packet (if any) with some
probability p > λ, and zero packet otherwise. The system is driven by the equations
X0 = 0 and Xt+1 = (Xt − St)+ +At+1, ∀t ≥ 0,
where (St)t∈N is a sequence of independent, Bernoulli distributed random variables with
parameter p. The corresponding generating function is S(u) = 1− p+ pu.
The generating function Φ of the system state is as defined in (4). The equation
satisfied by Φ is a rewriting of Eq. (6), where u−1 is replaced by S(u−1):
Φ(u, z)[1 − zA(u)S(u−1)] = 1− Φ(0, z)zA(u)[S(u−1)− 1].
Applying the kernel method consists in choosing u = U(z) such that zA(U(z))S(U(z)−1) =
1. We can rewrite this as U(z) = G(zA(U(z))), where G is the generating series of the
geometric distribution (defined on the set of positive integers) with parameter p:
G(s) =
ps
1− (1− p)s
.
In much the same way as in §3.3, we obtain
Φ(0, z) =
1
1− zA(U(z))
=
1
1− TA◦G(z)
.
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The second equality holds because U¯(z) = zA(U(z)) satisfies the equation U¯(z) =
zA(G(U¯ (z))), so that U¯ is also the generating function of the size of a Galton-Watson
tree with offspring distribution A ◦G. Finally, we obtain
Φ(u, z) =
1 + 11−TA◦G(z)zA(u)(1 − S(u
−1))
1− zA(u)S(u−1)
.
The interpretation is similar to that of §3.3, except that the number of time slots dedi-
cated to a given customer is now geometrically distributed with parameter p.
The stationary distribution has the generating function
Π(u) =
(
1−
λ
p
)
A(u)
(
1− S(u−1)
)
1−A(u)S(u−1)
.
Let γ be the largest solution of the equation A(u)S(u−1) = 1, or, equivalently, u =
G(A(u)). Similarly to §3.4, we obtain
Theorem 2. For X ∼ Π,
P(X ≥ R) ∼
R→∞
(1− λp )(A(γ) − 1)
(γ − 1)
(
A′(γ)S(γ−1)−A(γ)pγ−2
)γ−R.
The kernel method is also applicable to the case where the server processes up to c
packets at each time slot, for some integer c ≥ 1. Assume that the distribution of the
number of served packets has generating function S(u) if the queue contains at least c
packets, and Sk(u) if the queue contains exactly k packets, for each 0 ≤ k < c. The
equivalent of Eq. (6) is now
Φ(u, z)[1− zA(u)S(u−1)] = 1−
c−1∑
k=0
zA(u)(S(u−1)− Sk(u
−1))
uk
k!
∂k
(∂u)k
Φ(0, z). (10)
We refer the reader to [10, p. 508] or [1] for a detailed analysis of this equation, and
provide here a short version. There are c independent functions (Uk(z))0≤k<c, analytic at
0, that cancel the second term of the left hand-side, because S is a degree c polynomial.
Thus, we obtain c equations for the c unknowns ∂
k
(∂u)k
Φ(0, z) for 0 ≤ k < c. Solving
this system of equations and injecting the solution in Eq. (10) leads to the expression of
Φ(u, z).
4.2 Several flows with priorities
Consider the system in Figure 3. As in §3.1, the queue is initially empty and the server
processes one packet at each time slot. There are two flows of packets. Flow 1 has
priority over flow 2, so that a packet from flow 1 is served whenever the queue contains
at least one packet from this flow at the beginning of this time slot. At each time slot
t ≥ 1, At packets from flow 1 and Bt packets from flow 2 arrive. The sequences (At)t≥1
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Xt,Yt ∼ Φ
At ∼ A
Bt ∼ B
1
Figure 3: A single-server queue crossed by two flows.
and (Bt)t≥1 are independent and i.i.d. with generating function A and B and mean λA
and λB , respectively, such that λA + λB < 1. We denote by Xt and Yt the respective
numbers of packets from flows 1 and 2 in the queue at the end of time slot t. The system
is then driven by the equations X0 = 0, Y0 = 0 and{
Xt+1 = (Xt − 1)+ +At+1,
Yt+1 = (Yt − 1{Xt=0})+ +Bt+1, ∀t ≥ 0.
(11)
We define a generating function for the state (Xt,Yt)t≥0, with three variables u, v,
and z, respectively representing the numbers of packets from flows 1 and 2 and the time:
Φ(u, v, z) =
∑
n≥0
∑
m≥0
∑
t≥0
P(Xt = n,Yt = m)u
nvmzt.
The equation satisfied by Φ follows from Eq. (11):
Φ(u, v, z) = 1 + zA(u)B(v)
[
(Φ(u, v, z) − Φ(0, v, z))u−1
+ (Φ(0, v, z) − Φ(0, 0, z))v−1 +Φ(0, 0, z)
]
.
Here (Φ(u, v, z) − Φ(0, v, z))u−1 represents the service of a packet from flow 1 (if any)
and (Φ(0, v, z)−Φ(0, 0, z))v−1 the service of a packet from flow 2 (if any, and when there
is no packet from flow 1). This equation can be rewritten as
Φ(u, v, z)
[
1− zA(u)B(v)u−1
]
= 1− zA(u)B(v)×[
Φ(0, v, z)
(
u−1 − v−1
)
+Φ(0, 0, z)
(
v−1 − 1
)]
. (12)
We could find an expression for Φ(0, 0, z) by applying twice the kernel method on this
equation, but we prefer a more intuitive approach. The generating function Φ(0, 0, z) is
associated with the probability that the queue is empty. This probability only depends
on the global arrival process (At+Bt)t≥1, regardless of the division of packets into flows.
Therefore, we know from §3.3 that
Φ(0, 0, z) =
1
1− TAB(z)
,
where TAB is the generating function of the size of a Galton-Watson tree with offspring
distribution AB.
We apply the kernel method to derive the expression of Φ(0, v, z). Let us take u =
U(v, z) such that U(v, z) = zB(v)A(U(v, z)), in order to cancel the left-hand side of
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Eq. (12). We obtain U(v, z) = TA(zB(v)), which is again strongly related to a Galton-
Watson tree. The interpretation is similar to that of §3.3, except that U(v, z) is now the
generating function of the number of time slots passed and flow-2 packets arrived during
an inter-empty period of flow 1. The priority of flow 1 ensures that no packet from flow
2 is served in the meantime. After simplifications, we get
Φ(0, v, z) =
v + 11−TAB(z)TA(zB(v))(v − 1)
v − TA(zB(v))
,
and the expression for Φ(u, v, z) immediately follows. It is not difficult to see that this
method can be generalized to queues with more than two flows with a total order on
priority levels.
Suppose that we focus on the number of packets from flow 2 in the stationary state.
We are then interested in the generating function Φ(1, v, z). The same approach as in
§3.4 can be used to obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. The limit distribution of the number of packets of flow 2 is given by the
generating series
Π(v) = (1− λA − λB)
B(v)(1 − v)(TA(B(v)) − 1)
(1−B(v))(v − TA(B(v))
.
Let δ be the largest solution of the equation v = TA(B(v)) (as TA and B are convex,
there are exactly 2 solutions, and the smallest is 1). Similarly to §3.4,
Theorem 4. For Y ∼ Π,
P(Y ≥ R) ∼
R→∞
(1− λA − λB)B(δ)(δ − 1)
(1−B(δ))(1 − (TA ◦B)′(δ))
δ−R. (13)
4.3 Several queues
We can also use generating functions to describe the dynamics of networks of queues.
As an example, consider the network of Figure 4, consisting of two single-server queues.
At each time slot t ≥ 1, At packets arrive at queue 1 and Bt packets arrive at queue 2.
As before, the sequences (At)t≥1 and (Bt)t≥1 are independent and i.i.d. with generating
function A and B and mean λA and λB , respectively, such that λA+ λB < 1. Addition-
ally, the packets served at queue 1 are subsequently forwarded to queue 2 for service.
We let Xt and Yt denote the numbers of packets at queues 1 and 2, respectively, at time
t.
The dynamics of the system, which is initially empty, are driven by the equations
X0 = 0, Y0 = 0 and{
Xt+1 = (Xt − 1)+ +At+1,
Yt+1 = (Yt − 1)+ +Bt+1 + 1{Xt>0}, ∀t ≥ 0.
(14)
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Xt ∼ Φ
1
Yt ∼ Φ
1
At ∼ A
Bt ∼ B
Figure 4: A network of two queues crossed by two flows.
We define a generating function for the state (Xt,Yt)t≥0, with three variables u, v, and
z, respectively representing the numbers of packets at queues 1 and 2 and the time:
Φ(u, v, z) =
∑
n≥0
∑
m≥0
∑
t≥0
P(Xt = n,Yt = m)u
nvmzt.
This function Φ satisfies the following equation:
Φ(u, v, z)[1 − zA(u)B(v)u−1] = 1−zA(u)B(v)
[Φ(u, 0, z)(u−1 − vu−1) + Φ(0, v, z)(u−1 − v−1)
+ Φ(0, 0, z)(vu−1 + v−1 − u−1 − 1)]. (15)
The kernel method cannot be applied directly. Indeed, we need to compute three
generating functions (Φ(u, 0, z), Φ(0, v, z), and Φ(0, 0, z)), while we can only apply the
kernel method (at most) twice. It is, however, possible to find an additional relation
between these functions:
Φ(u, 0, z) = 1 + zA(u)B(0)
[
Φ(0, 0, z) + [v1]Φ(0, v, z)
]
.
This relation can be obtained in two different ways. We can derive Eq. (15) according
to v at v = 0. Alternatively, we can go back to the system dynamics: queue 2 is empty
at the end of some time slot t ≥ 1 if it does not receive any external arrival during this
time slot and, at the end of time slot t − 1, queue 1 was empty and queue 2 contained
at most one packet.
This equation gives the relation
Φ(u, 0, z) = 1 +
A(u)
A(0)
[Φ(0, 0, z) − 1].
We are now in a position to apply the kernel method, by defining first U(v, z) =
zA(U(v, z))B(v) and then V (z) = zA(V (z))B(V (z)). The generating function Π of the
stationary distribution of the number of packets in queue 2 can be computed similarly
to the previous cases. For simplicity, we only give its asymptotic behavior:
Theorem 5. With δ previously defined, for Y ∼ Π,
P(Y ≥ R) ∼
R→∞
(1− λA − λB)δ(δ − 1)
(1−B(δ))(1 − (TA ◦B)′(δ))
δ−R. (16)
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4.4 Non-independent arrivals
The analysis can be extended to networks with more generic arrival processes. We take
the network of Figure 3 as an example.
• The arrivals of flows 1 and 2 may be dependent. The global arrival process is then
described by a generating function A(u, v) that cannot be written as a product
A(u)B(v).
• Within each flow, the numbers of arrivals at different time slots may not be i.i.d.
anymore. Instead, they may be described by a modulated process (which includes
modulated Markov On-Off processes). The modulation is described by a finite
Markov chain. The system dynamics are then described by a system of equations
on generating functions (one per state of the Markov chain).
5 Numerical evaluation
We tested our formulas against simulations in three different scenarios: the single-server
case of §3, the multiflow single-server case of §4.2 and the tandem network of two single-
server queues of §4.3. The service is deterministic.
Performing simulations consists in computing the stationary distribution of the trun-
cated processes (the number of packets in each queue never exceeds 200) whose dynamics
are described by Eqs. (3), (11) or (14). The approximation of the stationary distribution
is obtained by iteratively computing the distribution after t steps for a large enough t
(the stopping criterion is when the distance in total variation between the t-th and the
t+ 1-th distribution is less than 10−12).
Each arrival process has a bimodal distribution with generating function Dp,M(u) =
(1 − p) + puM , for some p and M : at each time slot, either M packets arrive, which
occurs with probability p, or no packet arrives. With this distribution, the arrival rate
is D′p,M (1) = Mp. In the numerical results of Figure 5, we take A = D2/30,6 and
B = D2/5,1. This choice of the functions A and B is arbitrary (other distributions lead
to similar observations)
Fig. 5a illustrates the case of a single queue. The curve β1−R is the one that would be
obtained using Doob’s inequality from [14] (we do not use β−R because we consider the
size of the queue before service and not after as in [14]). The simulation confirms that
we obtain the exact asymptotic behavior, and shows that we improve Doob’s inequality
by a factor 1.5. We remark that the simulation curve has some irregularities for small
values of R. This is explained by the arrival of packets in batches of 6. It is possible
to compute the exact error bound from Eq. (8) by deriving the first terms explicitly:
[uR]E(u) = 1R!
dR
(du)R
E(u)
∣∣
u=0
.
Figure 5b illustrates the case of a single-server queue with two flows. We focus on the
buffer occupancy of flow 2. Since flow 1 has priority, its buffer occupancy is still given
by Fig. 5a. Again, the simulation validates our theoretical results. Up to our knowledge,
there is no formula similar to Doob’s inequality, so the curve δ−R only mimics a Doob-like
inequality.
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Figure 5: Numerical evaluation of the kernel method. Parameters A = D2/30,6 and
B = D2/5,1.
Fig. 5c illustrates the error bound in the second queue of the tandem network of §4.3.
The error bound differs only from the previous case by a constant factor.
Although we obtain the exact asymptotic in those two cases, it seems that these are
lower bounds of the error. Indeed, we only computed the first term. But, once again, as
we were able to compute an exact formula for the error bounds, more terms are derivable
using Taylor expansions.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated on simple examples that methods from analytic
combinatorics can be successfully applied to the analysis of queueing systems. We have
focused on computing backlog bounds, but we believe delay bounds can be derived by
using the same techniques as in [14], for the FIFO, EDF (earliest-deadline-first) and
priorities policies. Moreover, combining the computations described in §4 would allow
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other service policies to enter our framework, in particular some discrete version of GPS
(generalized processor sharing). Following the approach of [1], we could also consider
a continuous-time extension of our work based on Laplace transforms. The greatest
challenge is to cope with networks of queues. A simple example with two queues has
been analyzed. The same analysis can be extended for more than two queues, but
this analysis is still partial since the packets are aggregated at each queue. Further
investigation needs to be done, in particular in view of the techniques presented in [3].
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